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What You Do Matters
More Than Ever

I

want to thank everyone who was part of
the first-ever 100% virtual Rally in October.
With 3,800 registrants, it was by far our
biggest Rally ever and a testament to the
cohesiveness and strength of our community, even
in the face of an absolutely exhausting year.
Speaking of 2020, the pandemic has led to a new
awareness of the importance of conserved lands for
mental and physical health, as well as a recognition
that a greater supply of those lands is needed. This
has created an opportunity for land trusts to
demonstrate that they, more than any other entities
or sectors of the economy, can satisfy that need. The
Alliance will continue to do all we can to help you
make that case.
In addition to the pandemic, this year has
been particularly notable because of our nation’s
awakening around racial injustice. Within the
land trust community, there is a growing recognition that we have an obligation to understand
how our field and broader governmental land policies have contributed to structural racism in
America. Only once we are grounded in this understanding might we truly embrace how imperative
it is to build a land conservation community that values and embraces diversity and strives to model
tolerance, practices inclusivity and works toward equity.
Our collective work in this space will ensure that we build legitimacy and credibility in the
eyes of people who have not traditionally been engaged in or served by land conservation. And
in doing so, we will establish our relevance to people’s lives and build broad and deep support
for land conservation, all while simultaneously addressing inequities regarding access to land,
open space and a healthy environment.
In short, this work of discovering and building common ground is one of the most important
ways land trusts are serving our fractured nation, which is why it was such a prominent theme
at this year’s Rally.
The events of this year have led to a recognition of how our community and the land we protect
have a tremendous capacity to heal, foster wellness, bring people together in a common cause and
create social cohesion. What you do matters more than ever, a fact I hope provides a bit of solace
and inspiration during these difficult times.
As we move into 2021, let’s be sure to support each other, maintain hope, communicate with
those we serve and continue to be an outstanding example of how progress can be made even
during the darkest of times.
W. SCOT T CHESTER PHOTOGR APHY

SAVING L AND

Melissa Kalvestrand
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Andrew Bowman

Jennifer Brady-Connor
Stacy Girmindl
Greg Good
Lisa McCarthy
Valerie Roof
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THIS COLUMN CONTAINS TEXT TAKEN FROM ANDREW BOWMAN’S
KEYNOTE ADDRESS AT R ALLY 2020, WHICH CAN BE VIEWED AT
www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaCdPMfG2bc.
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Kirsten Ferguson

Grants Connect Rochester Youth to Nature

O
FINGER L AKES L AND TRUST

utdoor equipment for Girl
Scouts. A bird and nature study
program. Day hikes for Rochester inner-city youth and their
families. These and other worthy initiatives

recently received support from a new grants
program established by the accredited
Finger Lakes Land Trust.
Five years ago, an anonymous donor gave
200 acres in northern Steuben County, New

A gift of a Steuben County, New York, property from an anonymous donor
funded six grants to connect inner-city Rochester youth to nature.

York, to the land trust to sell, subject to a
conservation easement, with a portion of
the proceeds allocated to connect inner-city
Rochester youth to nature. Land trust staff
reached out to Rochester-area nonprofits
over several years before implementing a
grants program.
This year, the land trust announced $58,584
in awards to six community organizations
with outdoor leadership, nature access and
education programs, including Girl Scouts
of Western New York, Seneca Park Zoo
Society, Montezuma Audubon Center,
Center for Youth, the accredited Genesee
Land Trust and Inclusive Woods & Us.
“We are delighted that we were able to
support these efforts,” says Finger Lakes Land
Trust Executive Director Andrew Zepp. “We
are also particularly grateful to the donor
who conserved a beautiful tract of land while
providing these much-needed resources.” •

Students for Clean Water and Healthy Ecosystems
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management plans for each lake. Then, the on-the-ground research
and remediation will be carried out through Project WHIRL.” •

INDIAN RIVER L AKES CONSERVANCY

I

ndian River Lakes Conservancy protects the unique natural character of northern New York’s Indian River watershed,
including 18 natural lakes. In 2019, the accredited land trust
launched a new education program, Protectors of Water and
Habitat on the Indian River Lakes (Project WHIRL), to bring
together high school students and environmentalists of all ages
to build a community dedicated to protecting water quality.
In a six-week Project WHIRL summer program, high school
students released weevils as a biocontrol for purple loosestrife, an
invasive plant species. The weevils came from the Nez Perce Tribe
of Idaho, whose Bio Control Center raises approved biological
control organisms. Project WHIRL students also learned how
to use iMapInvasives, an online GIS invasive species database
and mapping tool for New York.
“In the coming year, we are looking to work more closely with integrating Project WHIRL with SLELO PRISM, our regional invasive species management group,” says Heidi Sourwine, Indian River
Lakes Conservancy’s program coordinator. “Our plan is to connect
local knowledge and existing plans to come up with invasive species

Students in Indian River Lakes Conservancy’s Project WHIRL work together to control
invasive species and protect water quality.

Teaching the Next Generation

MAINSPRING CONSERVATION TRUST

F

or the next generation to care about the land, they must learn
about its value from a young age. The accredited Mainspring
Conservation Trust, located in the southern Blue Ridge
Mountains of North Carolina, takes this ethos to heart,
working closely with schools, summer programs and homeschool
groups to encourage kids to experience their natural surroundings.
At Robbinsville Middle and High School, students learn about
invasive plants by helping Mainspring restore the streambanks of
Sweetwater Creek, which flows around the campus perimeter.
Since 2016, students have pulled invasive Chinese privet by hand,
replacing the aggressive plant with native trees and shrubs.
Students in the program—funded in part by the Cherokee
Preservation Foundation—also learn about traditional Cherokee
basketmaking using rivercane, a native bamboo important for
thousands of years to indigenous people. A conservation priority
of Mainspring is to protect properties with historical Cherokee
significance. The land trust regularly partners with the Eastern
Band of Cherokee Indians on important projects.
“We plant native trees on our public properties that Cherokee
artisans will harvest to make baskets, and we host events for youth,”
says Jordan Smith, Mainspring executive director. “For thousands of
years, the Cherokee have stewarded these lands, and we are humbled
to work beside them and with others so the next generation will
understand the importance of conservation.” •

Mainspring Conservation Trust works closely with schools and summer programs to
nurture students’ love of nature and partner with Cherokee artisans.

G

reen spaces on protected land
in Harford County, Maryland,
provide outdoor recreation and
forest therapy for patients recovering from substance use disorder. Harford Land
Trust partners on the restorative outdoor
program with Ashley Addiction Treatment
and Nature Worx, a nonprofit that introduces participants to the natural world’s
healing powers.
HLT made available a large, heavily
wooded property for the pilot sessions. The
secluded, preserved property has a stream
and abundant plant and animal life. “The
Harford Land Trust properties are ideal
locations for conducting our experiential

immersion sessions in nature,” says Phil
Hosmer, Nature Worx founder and executive director. “Patients respond extremely
well to the opportunity to relax, reflect and
connect with nature away from distractions,
noise and other people.”
During a typical 90-minute session,
patients explore their senses using naturalist interpretation, mindfulness, meditation and forest therapy techniques. Surveys
of participating Ashley patients show that
more than 92% report learning how nature
can support their recovery. “Our mission
is not only to preserve land but to connect
people to the land,” says Kristin Kirkwood,
HLT’s executive director. “This partnership

HARFORD L AND TRUST

Nature Therapy on Protected Land

Property protected by Harford Land Trust provides a
calm respite for nature therapy sessions.

provides another example of how important
it is to protect natural lands for the benefit of
the community.” •
www.landtrustalliance.org
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Storied History Along New Water Trail

A

OPENL ANDS

new African American Heritage Water Trail highlights
180 years of African American history along the Little
Calumet River, which flows through several southside
Chicago neighborhoods. Among other milestones and
moments in African American history, the water trail highlights

Paddlers check out the African American Heritage Water Trail in Chicago.

the Underground Railroad, Tuskegee Airmen and the birthplace
of the environmental justice movement.
Openlands, an accredited Chicago land trust, and many partners
created the water trail, which begins at Beaubien Woods, a pocket
of woodlands, wetlands and prairie. Trail landmarks include Dolton
Ferry and Bridge, which helped hundreds of freedom seekers cross
the river on their way to Canada. Major Taylor Bridge honors the first
African American international sports star, a world champion bicycle
rider of the 20th century. The trail traverses Altgeld Gardens, the
neighborhood of Hazel M. Johnson, whose award-winning work led
to an executive order to address environmental injustice in low-income
communities across the nation. The trail also passes the village of
Robbins, governed at its incorporation in 1917 by African Americans.
To experience the trail online, Openlands created a digital StoryMap that gives paddlers a visual experience of what they would see
from their canoe or kayak (https://arcg.is/0iLKqv). Before experiencing
the trail firsthand, visit PaddleIllinoisWatertrails.org/Calumet-AreaWater-Trails. The journey is best for experts or less experienced
paddlers with a guide. The water trail is part of an effort by Openlands and partners to restore the river to health and create better
access for surrounding communities. •

I

n 2020, Virginia became the 16th state
to pass the Uniform Partition of Heirs
Property Act, an essential step that will
help families stay on the land they have
stewarded for generations. The act’s unanimous passage culminated from years of work
by the Black Family Land Trust, which led
a broad coalition of Virginia’s United Land
Trusts, including the Piedmont Environmental Council (accredited) and others.
Between 1920 and 2017, the number of
Black-owned farms in the United States
fell from more than 900,000 to 45,508.
The issue of “heirs’ property” is one significant reason. In the Southeast, heirs’ property is often rural land acquired by African
Americans after the Civil War and passed
down, without a will, to heirs as tenantsin-common under state law. A disastrous
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legal construct called a “partition action”
allows any one of these co-tenants to force
the entire property’s sale, often against the
others’ wishes. In the South, about half of all
Black-owned land loss since 1969 resulted
from partition sales, according to the U.S.
Agricultural Census.
“Across the nation, 76% of Black Americans don’t have a will, and an estimated
30% of rural properties may lack clear title,”
writes Cindy Sabato in an article from the
Piedmont Environmental Council. “Heirs’
property loopholes have also made victims of
Native Hawaiians in Hawaii, Latinos along
the New Mexico-Texas border, white Appalachian families and others without access to
legal services and estate planning knowledge
and tools.”
To read the article, visit pecva.org/heirs. •

MARCO SÁNCHEZ/PEC

Heirs’ Property Act Passes in Virginia

Ralph Sampson shares his story at his family’s Blakey
Farm during the ceremonial signing of the Heirs’ Property
Act in Virginia.

A Partnership Guides Bilingual Hikes

CORBY HINES/SONOMA L AND TRUST

N

ature holds a powerful potential to bring community
members together. Before the pandemic, the accredited
Sonoma Land Trust created Familias Al Aire Libre (Families Outdoors), a bilingual program for families to discover
nature and explore the biodiversity of Sonoma County, California. The
land trust hosted the family hikes at different parks and protected lands
on the fourth Saturday of each month, ending with a potluck meal.
To shape the program, Sonoma Land Trust partnered with a
local family resource center called Vía Esperanza from the nonprofit
Community Action Partnership. “We first met and learned about
each other’s work, and then talked about mutual interests,” says Ingrid
Stearns, Sonoma Land Trust’s On the Land program manager. “We
really took their lead on the program design. They worked on reaching out to their existing program participants to join us on the monthly
hikes. They also had a van to offer rides and caravanning options.”
Vía Esperanza’s program manager joined on the hikes at first to
help with translation, and Sonoma Land Trust also had bilingual
staff and interns join. “What I’ve found is that if we do the presenting in English, most people will say they don’t need translation.
But if we present in Spanish, a lot more people get involved in
discussions and asking questions,” says Stearns. •

Sonoma Land Trust’s Familias Al Aire Libre is a bilingual outdoor program for families to
hike and explore the wonders of nature.

I

n many ways, the pandemic laid bare
the critical connection between conservation and community access to local
food. Americans around the country
experienced a disruption in grocery and food
supplies. Fortunately, The Land Conservancy
of New Jersey was already ahead of the
curve in making fresh food available to
community members in need.
The accredited land trust established a
bustling community garden at its South
Branch Preserve in Mt. Olive, New Jersey,
seven years ago. The 145 organic plots are
on land that was purchased to protect the
headwaters of the South Branch of the Raritan River, a drinking water supply source
for more than 1.5 million New Jersey residents. Over the past five years, the gardeners
donated nearly 3,000 pounds of fresh food

to the community. With the events of 2020,
the garden was more popular than ever, with
members eager to spend time outdoors and
grow their own food.
The conservancy also partnered with
City Green, a New Jersey nonprofit working to revitalize urban areas through agriculture and make fresh food accessible to
low-income families. City Green farms 12
acres at the South Branch Preserve using
organic, regenerative methods. They grew
over 41,000 pounds of produce this year,
and much of that was sold at SNAP-friendly
markets in urban areas of north Jersey.
“While our focus is on preserving land
and water resources, growing and sharing
food fits neatly into The Land Conservancy’s
mission,” says Danielle Wolfrum, vice president of development and communications.

THE L AND CONSERVANCY OF NEW JERSEY

Fresh Food for the Community

The Land Conservancy of New Jersey’s community
garden was more popular than ever in 2020.

“It’s an excellent way to responsibly make
use of preserved farmland and build community in the process—especially in this new,
uncertain era of climate change and food
insecurity for many.”
www.landtrustalliance.org
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capitol C O N N E C T I O N S

DJ GLISSON, II/FIREFLY IMAGEWORKS

BY

Robert Schwartz

A HISTORIC ELECTION:

Now Where Do We Go
from Here?
e typically have strong support for our conservation priorities from both sides of the aisle.
Still, with each election the land trust community needs to step up to educate a new crop
of federal leaders—in the executive and legislative branches—about the importance of the
work of land trusts in their districts and across the nation.

With a record-shattering number of votes
cast, the 2020 general election was one for the
history books. It saw the office of the president, each of the 435 seats in the U.S. House
of Representatives and 35 seats in the U.S.
Senate all up for grabs. In addition, countless
state and local legislative positions, ordinances
and ballot measures were put to a vote.
Although some races still remain undecided at the time I’m writing this column,
the Land Trust Alliance Government
10
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Relations team thought it would be beneficial to dedicate this quarter’s column to
highlighting what we do know about how
Washington will look come January, and
what you can do to engage with your newly
elected congressional delegation.
A New Administration to Take Office
On January 20 former Vice President Joe
Biden and U.S. Sen. Kamala Harris will be
sworn in as president and vice president

www.landtrustalliance.org

of the United States. As the new administration enters office, new leadership will
also take over at key agencies, including
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S.
Department of the Interior and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency. As these
changes are announced to the public, the
Alliance will notify its members while
continuing to ensure that the Biden administration is educated about the important
role land trusts play in conserving land.

The House
The 116th House of Representatives was
made up of 232 Democrats, 197 Republicans and 1 Libertarian. With the 117th set
to kick off, the Democrats will once again
control the lower chamber—albeit with a
smaller majority—and chair its committees. We anticipate considerable changes
within the influential House Agriculture
Committee. Earlier this year, Republican
and ranking member Mike Conaway of
Texas announced he would not be seeking
another term. In addition, Democrat and
current chair of the committee, Collin
Peterson of Minnesota lost his reelection
bid. As I write, it appears to be a three-way
race for new Ag Committee leadership for
both parties. As with the administration,
the Alliance will continue to follow all
committee developments to ensure
Alliance members have the most
up-to-date information.
The Senate
In the battle for the upper chamber, Republicans were holding onto a slim 53-47
majority going into the election. However,
it now appears that control of the Senate
could swing for either party. In November,
Democrats flipped seats in both Arizona and
Colorado, while Republicans flipped a seat in
Alabama. With two runoff races set to take
place in Georgia in early January, control of
the Senate remains unknown at this time.
Yet, as in the House, we do have a good sense
of who will likely serve on key committees.
It is anticipated that U.S. Sen. Debbie
Stabenow will continue to lead the Democrats on the U.S. Senate Committee on
Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry—a
committee crucial to our Farm Bill advocacy efforts. In addition, Sen. Ron Wyden is
expected to remain in his leadership position
on the U.S. Senate Finance Committee,
which handles crucial tax matters, such as
syndicated conservation easement transactions. On the Republican side, with the
retirement of U.S. Sen. Pat Roberts, we
will see new Republican leadership on the
Ag Committee. At this time, the Alliance
anticipates the position will go to Sen. John

Boozman of Arkansas. In addition, Republicans will need to determine who will
succeed Chuck Grassley as their leader of
the Finance Committee—with all indications pointing toward Sen. Mike Crapo
of Idaho being the leading candidate.
Regardless of which party gains the
majority in the Senate, we do anticipate
continued bipartisan support—as long as
we continue to engage on our issues. But the
election’s impact extends well beyond federal
policymakers: Our community should take
heart in the fact that at the local and state
levels of government, conservation ballot
measures passed with resounding figures.
A Victory for All
Across 11 states, the American public
voted in wide margins to support important conservation initiatives. According
to information from the Trust for Public
Land (accredited), all of the 26 conservation
measures on the ballot passed. As a result, it
is expected that nearly $3.7 billion in new
funding will be available for state and local
land conservation, parks, climate resiliency
and habitat protection projects. (See www.
tpl.org/2020-conservation-ballot-measures

for more information.)
In a time, where we’ve seen decreases in
funding for land conservation programs as a
result of the economic downturn caused by
the pandemic, we’ve also seen drastic cuts
of state and local budgets, which is why the
success at the ballot box is such welcome
news. It continues a long history of voters
supporting conservation initiatives on the
ballot and underscores the importance of
connecting people to conservation.
A Roadmap Begins with Goal Setting
As the 117th Congress is seated, your land
trust should consider its New Year’s resolution to be putting pen to paper to establish
a series of both measurable and achievable
short-term and long-term advocacy goals.
These can be anything from committing
to calling members of your congressional
delegation to budgeting for staff to attend a
virtual or in-person advocacy event like the
Alliance’s annual Advocacy Days.

Once your land trust has established its
goals, the next action is to develop a plan for
achieving them. This includes developing
messaging that will resonate with the elected
officials you are seeking to persuade. And
then when you’re ready, you should begin
to get to know your elected officials.
A Strategy for Engagement
While COVID-19 has altered the ways in
which we advocate, it has not and must not
stop us from connecting with our elected
officials. While certain engagement strategies
may be a bit more challenging now, there are
still a multitude of ways for land trusts to
ensure their voices are heard, including:
• Sending a congratulatory message. A
simple phone call or email is a great way
to introduce your land trust to newly
elected officials and those already in office.
The Alliance can help in obtaining contact
information for officials.
• Scheduling a meeting. Arranging a video
conference call is also a great activity for
your land trust to consider in order to
acquaint yourself with your congressional
delegation. These discussions are typically
no longer than 15-20 minutes and can
be arranged by calling or emailing your
elected officials’ schedulers. If you need
contact information for those individuals,
the Alliance can assist.
• Inviting elected officials out on the land.
Even as in-person gatherings are put on
hold, land trusts should consider inviting
members of Congress and their staff to
events and activities happening online.
Examples might include year-end fundraisers, celebrations for newly conserved
properties or other community-wide
online events. These functions provide yet
another opportunity for engagement and
networking.
In only a short time, Washington, D.C.,
will usher in a new year and a new Congress.
So, it’s time we get to work and advocate for
conservation policies that allow us to protect
the lands we hold dear. The Alliance looks
forward to working with every land trust in
achieving said goal.
www.landtrustalliance.org
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BY

James Edward Mills

The

Whole

Picture

The following is excerpted from journalist and author James Edward
Mills’ plenary speech at virtual Rally 2020 on October 7. Watch the
whole speech at www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_vIGPfJkMw.

B

eing able to spend time in the outdoors was a big part of
my growing up. We spent many summers vacationing in
the various areas around Southern California. Later, as a
professional working in the outdoor industry, I went on
a lot of international adventures.
Now, one of the things that was especially remarkable to me, especially as I was beginning to go through my career as a professional,
I noticed that—something that you probably noticed as well—I was
typically if not always the only person of color. And it was at that
point in my career in the early 2000s that I decided I was going to
make a change in how I present myself in the outdoor industry.
I retrained from sales and marketing to a career in photography and
storytelling. And in 2009, I created a blog and podcast series called

12
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The Joy Trip Project. On this platform, I
tell stories about outdoor recreation, environmental conservation, acts of charitable giving
and practices of sustainable living. But I
also have a further specialty in telling stories
about people of color and their relationship
with the outdoors.
It’s important to understand that when
we think about who spends time in nature,
it does, indeed, include everybody. And that
social justice and environmental freedom
does include what Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
described as his dream. And that dream
does, indeed, include spending time in
nature. And my hope is that we can take
this understanding and make the outdoors
more accessible to more people.
Now, here in the state of Wisconsin, I’ve
been working directly with an organization
that I personally am on the board of called
the Ice Age Trail Alliance, a [accredited]
land trust that manages more than 1,200
miles of a federally managed scenic hiking
trail. And I worked directly with them in
order to create language in our Statement of
Inclusion so that it is designed to be equitable
and inclusive. And so now it reads as follows:
“The Alliance acknowledges that in order
to be a truly diverse and inclusive organization we must exercise commitment to these
goals in the way we do business and how
we interact with one another, our external
partners and the general public. In support of
the mission of the Alliance, we are committed
to recruiting and engaging, supporting and
cultivating leadership throughout all of the
communities we aim to serve.”
And from that, we ultimately have the
ability within our small organization to
not only create more users and advocates
for our services, but also, and I think more
importantly, create an environment that can
help to protect the world at large. As Teddy
Roosevelt once said, “The conservation of
our natural resources is the fundamental
problem. Unless we solve that problem, it
avails us little to solve all the others.” So
I think that it’s critically important that
we recognize the importance of diversity,
equity and inclusion in the management of
our public land so that we can ultimately
protect it for the preservation of the planet
as a whole.

Strength in Numbers
NATIONAL
LAND TRUST

CENSUS
GE T RE ADY!

WHAT’S NEW

THIS JANUARY, your land trust will be invited to respond to

Only the essentials 30% fewer questions
than the 2015 Census

the Land Trust Alliance’s National Land Trust Census.
Conducted once every five years, the Census is the only comprehensive
survey of private land conservation in America. Census data directly
informs how land conservation is understood by the public, including
policymakers, journalists, researchers, state associations and other
partners at the state, local and national levels.
We’re all in this together. Join us in sharing your land trust’s stories
and successes.

New sections
on community
engagement and
climate change
A redesigned,
easy-to-use
web survey

LEARN MORE AT LTA .ORG/CENSUS OR EMAIL CENSUS@LTA .ORG

BUILDING
CONNECTIONS
with Your Community

Facilities on land trust properties help connect
people to land conservation

BY OLE AMUNDSEN

M

any land trusts have started to think strategically about
how facilities and other infrastructure projects can
help achieve their missions, building on their success
with land conservation. Facilities can provide people
with a gateway to experiencing—and appreciating—
conserved land. Moreover, built infrastructure can create opportunities for
programming that expand a land trust’s impact on its community, helping
to address local needs related to social issues or economic development, for
example. Ultimately, these deeper relationships with community members
can translate into support for a land trust’s mission and goals.

Location and Design Matter

The long-time headquarters of the accredited
Galveston Bay Foundation was located in an
office park miles away from the Gulf Coast.
For years the board and staff looked for a
site with direct access to Galveston Bay. As
foundation President Bob Stokes points out,
“The Galveston Bay is hidden. Although
14
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we have around 6 million people in greater
Houston, they don’t visit the bay. There isn’t
a lot of public access to the bay; you really
have to belong to a private marina or yacht
club to get out on the water.”
The first step in testing the idea of building a facility was for key staff and board
members to visit several similar facilities,

www.landtrustalliance.org

including the Chesapeake Bay Foundation in
Maryland and the Tampa Bay Watch Marine
and Education Center in Florida. Based on
these tours, the foundation staff and team of
consultants crafted a soft business plan that
included financial projections of the project
costs and likely revenue streams.
By chance, the perfect 30-acre parcel
along the Galveston Bay came on the market
in 2016 while the foundation was still in
the early stages of planning and launching
a capital campaign. Using a $4.3 million
bridge loan from The Conservation Fund
(accredited), the foundation was able to
purchase the property. With this jump
start of acquiring the land, the foundation
secured a $5 million donation from the
Gessner family and is now debt free.
The next step for the Galveston Bay
Foundation was to build a modest and flexible building that would serve as its interim

A drawing of Galveston Bay Foundation’s Gessner Center
shows the pillars that will protect it from storm surges
and provide space for shaded outdoor classrooms.
GALVESTON BAY FOUNDATION

ROESLING NAK AMUR A TER ADA ARCHITECTS

the Gessner Center is responsive to these
challenges, which creates opportunities for
conversations about climate change. The site
is at 14 feet of elevation above sea level and
the highest storm surge recorded has been
15 feet, so the Gessner Center is designed to
be elevated an additional 12 feet, to 26 feet
above potential storm surge. The building
will rest on pillars, so educators can teach
outside under the building, which will
provide much needed shade from the Texas
sun. To manage stormwater, three ponds
with native plants were constructed and will
be incorporated into educational programming. The Gessner Center is being designed
to the Living Building Challenge standards
for sustainability and is expected to produce
105% of its total energy needs.

TR AVIS BORDLEY

A rendering of San Diego River Center at Grant Park shows a welcoming place for learning and playing.

Weddings and other events at Southern Appalachian Highlands Conservancy’s Community Farm have been a
great source of income and a way to engage new donors for the land trust. Here, the mountain views remind
partygoers of the good conservation work they are supporting.

headquarters and training center while it
worked on completing the Gessner Center,
which it hopes to open by the spring of 2023.
The foundation is taking full advantage of its
temporary quarters by hosting environmental education programs, and this strategy is
already helping to connect people to the bay.
Stokes has noticed that “when kids arrive

here, they are so scared of the water, they
think it’s polluted since it’s brown. By the
end of the day, they are getting their hands
in the mud and playing with crabs. It’s just
a great transformation.”
Hurricanes and sea level rise are occurring along the Gulf Coast with increased
frequency and intensity. The design of

Communities and Cultural
Partnerships

Like Galveston Bay, the 52 miles of the
San Diego River are often overlooked by
residents and visitors. After a significant
sewage spill into the river in 2000, the San
Diego River Park Foundation was founded
to bring public attention to this ecological and cultural resource. As with many
land trust projects, a good idea came out
of listening to a landowner, in this case the
Grant family, who grew up along the San
Diego River and wanted to help children
have some of the same experiences they had
playing next to it. The family donated 17
acres along the river to the foundation in
2015 for building a River Center to reconnect the community to its river.
Early on some skeptical board members
and potential donors thought that the San
Diego River Park Foundation should just
buy a couple of trailers to house the programming for environmental education since the
activities will be largely outside. However,
as foundation CEO Rob Hutsel observes,
“Many of the kids we hope to bring here don’t
feel safe in nature and they don’t own a pair
of hiking boots. We really needed a facility
that would be welcoming, that would make
everyone feel at ease and have amenities like
clean bathrooms.” A good building can also
ease the transition to nature.
www.landtrustalliance.org
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Local lobster boats tied up at Sewall’s Bridge dock in York, Maine. A conservation easement on the
dock held by York Land Trust protects an iconic way of life as well as local economic interests.

The foundation originally intended to
complete construction of the River Center
in the fall of 2021. However, due to the
pandemic, the foundation changed the
project schedule, making areas such as its
outdoor learning spaces open earlier and
moving the construction of the facility to
the end of the project cycle, with the grand
opening slated for September 2022.
The River Center will be home to the
Conservation in Action Lab and a River
Lab, focusing on activities such as rearing
fish, growing trees and promoting ecosystem
science on the river. The center will connect
to the foundation’s network of remote wildlife preserves across the county through live
camera streaming and data displays. Hutsel
explains, “One of our messages is that people
working individually and collectively can
make a difference with a goal of empowering
people to be informed, engaged and active.”
San Diego is demographically diverse
and like many metropolitan regions is
ever-changing. As Hutsel observes, “The
San Diego River has a lot of history that is
16
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important to many different cultures and
communities. Our county has 18 Native
American tribes that have called this region
home for 8,000 to 12,000 years or more.
The region was also governed by both Spain
and Mexico. The San Diego River has a rich
overlap of culture and ecology.”
The foundation had a number of informal
discussions and formal regulatory reviews
with tribes in the early stages of planning
the project. In discussions over exhibits,
signage and educational activities at the
River Center, tribal representatives thought
it would be more appropriate to have certain
information on natural resources, culture
and stories explained at a tribal facility or
kept within the tribal community. The
displays that are being planned now will
take an integrated approach to making
reference to a wide range of tribal resources
that visitors can seek out.
The River Center will be designed for
a LEED Platinum level of green building
certification and have such features as the
ability to harvest rooftop rain and moisture

www.landtrustalliance.org

used for both cooling the building and as
irrigation. Like the Galveston Bay Foundation’s Gessner Center, the building will be a
net generator of electricity through innovative design as well as the use of photovoltaic
panels. The total project is expected to cost
around $20 million, with about $11 million
of that total in the donated value of the land.

Growing Social Awareness
and Business Development

Renovating existing buildings is another
great opportunity to advocate for sustainability while engaging with a new audience.
In 2017, when Lauren McTigue joined
the accredited Southern Appalachian
Highlands Conservancy (SAHC) as its
Nature Experience Director, she inherited
a portfolio of seven houses on different
properties that had been acquired over the
years. McTigue’s task was to think about
how to use and renovate these structures to
engage people with nature, and to explore
possibilities for using them to raise revenue
for conservation programs.

BUILDING
CONNECTIONS
with Your Community

The first homesite that she tackled was on
SAHC’s Community Farm, located only 9
miles from Asheville, North Carolina. The
140-acre donated farm came with a farmhouse built in 1953. McTigue has turned
the farmhouse into a highly successful rental
that also creates immersive experiences for
nature education. She proudly states, “You
literally can’t wash your hands at the farm
without learning about issues important to
conservation like water quality.”
Turning to an existing old dog kennel on
the property, SAHC decided to renovate
the space into an education classroom, a
value-added kitchen and a wedding venue.
“Nuptials for Nature” was launched in
2019 with four weddings that first season
and increased bookings for 2020 and 2021.
One of the goals for hosting weddings is to
engage new and younger people in conservation by giving them the opportunity to
support a worthy cause for their special
event. As McTigue sees it, “It’s such a joy
to tell people that their contribution is
permanently woven into the protection of the
mountains they love so much.” In addition to
including educational materials on conservation at the facility, SAHC is mindful that
as a business venture it has an opportunity
to highlight local minority business owners.
It actively reached out to minority-owned
businesses and women-owned businesses to
create a list of recommended vendors for a
variety of wedding-related services, such as
catering, florists and event planners.
When the pandemic hit, SAHC pivoted
to hosting elopements and smaller weddings
in the 2020 season. It has also just launched
an all-inclusive “micro wedding package”
and hopes to attract interest in these
adaptable events.

Integrating Conservation
and Economic Activity

Easements can play a useful role in conserving
infrastructure that also preserves community—even when no land is involved. Along
the coast of Maine, commercial fishing docks
are being purchased and turned into private
marinas, eroding iconic ways of life in the
Downeast state. In 2003, the York Land

Trust purchased an easement on a fishing pier.
The transaction helped make the underlying
fee purchase by two local fishermen more
affordable while ensuring that the pier will
remain as a working waterfront property.
In drafting the easement, Doreen
MacGillis, executive director of the York
Land Trust, remembers, “Our initial
conversations with the fishermen involved a
lot of listening and learning on our part. We
had to learn about all the different uses and
activities that take place on a commercial
fishing dock, in particular, activities around
maintaining commercial vessels. We made
the easement flexible to accommodate a range
of activities over time as the fishing industry
changes.” The easement also cited the scenic
values of the views from the pier of the York
River, which is now under consideration for
federal wild and scenic listing.
After 17 years of easement stewardship
monitoring, there have been no conflicts

over the easement and activities at the pier.
As MacGillis observes, “We have a great
relationship with both fishermen, who are
effective ambassadors for the land trust and
our conservation mission. Each year they
donate 80 lobsters for our farm-to-table
event as well as make an annual donation.”
The creativity and success of the York
Land Trust in using an easement to achieve
multiple public benefits bodes well for the
future. Challenges such as climate change
and being truly inclusive of cultural and
demographic diversity will need to be met
by dynamic approaches from land trusts. By
applying the same strategic rigor that land
trusts have come to embrace in thoughtfully conserving land, they can invest wisely
in facilities and infrastructure that address
these complex challenges.
OLE AMUNDSEN III IS THE AUTHOR OF STRATEGIC CONSERVATION
PLANNING, A L AND TRUST ALLIANCE PUBLICATION, AND ADVISES
COMMUNITIES AND ORGANIZ ATIONS ON STR ATEGIES TO USE THEIR
NATUR AL ASSETS AS PART OF THEIR ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILIT Y.

Unrelated Business Income Tax:
Not Quite Exempt?
The Internal Revenue Service recognizes land trusts organized under IRC
Section 501(c)(3) as tax exempt organizations. And yet, the IRS still taxes these
land trusts on income generated from activities unrelated to the land trusts’
tax-exempt purposes. Whether a land trust hosts special events for a fee,
partners with a commercial business for fundraising or sells merchandise, the
land trust’s income could trigger tax liabilities.
The IRS reviews a land trust’s sale of goods or performance of services to
determine unrelated business income tax (UBIT) by employing a fact-sensitive
analysis: Is the activity 1) an unrelated trade or business, 2) regularly carried on
and 3) not substantially related to the land trust’s exempt purpose. Exemptions
(i.e., leases, investments) and special rules (i.e., sponsorships, marketing) apply.
UBIT can be a murky area—be sure to retain qualified tax counsel to analyze
each scenario and the exceptions. You’ll need to properly document each analysis and address any issues with impermissible private benefit or private inurement.
Finally, the IRS requires reporting UBIT on Form 990-T and payment for UBIT
exceeding $1,000. For more information, see the Alliance’s Learning Center. •
DIANA NORRIS, CONSERVATION DEFENSE ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, L AND TRUST ALLIANCE
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COVID-19 adaptations can introduce more
community members to conservation

JIM SOMERS

Reshaping
Engagement

Riders of all ages took part in the 2020 Sea, Trees & Pie Bike Ride held by Whidbey Camano Land Trust in Washington.

BY MEGHAN MCDONALD

D

uring this long, strange time of COVID-19,
many land trusts have discovered a surprising
truth: Some of the changes they were forced to
make in 2020 are helping them forge stronger
bonds with their communities.
At the Land Trust Alliance Communicators’
Network online meeting in October, members
shared dozens of creative responses to socially distanced community
engagement. The ideas themselves were exciting—but the possibilities for lasting connections were even more so. Lindsy Crutchfield
was overjoyed by what she was hearing. The newest staff member of
the Alliance communications team, Crutchfield sat in on her first
Communicators’ Network meeting and said, “My small-town soul is
so enlightened right now! I love everything we are hearing.” Here are
four land trust examples demonstrating how COVID-19 adaptations
have helped them increase accessibility and connect with new people.
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Connecting over a bike ride (and pie)

Washington state’s Whidbey and Camano Islands are home to
retirees, a naval base and avid cyclists, among others. Members of
the accredited Whidbey Camano Land Trust tend to fall into one
of these demographics, but the land trust is determined to engage
a fuller spectrum of the community, including younger families.
“We strive to have a positive presence in our community for conservation. Most people recognize that and want to be a part of it whether
they can donate or not,” says Outreach Manager Jennifer Hajny.
Now, of course, everything looks different. Even the land trust’s
signature community engagement event—the Sea, Trees & Pie Bike
Ride—needed to change. Typically at this one-day event, riders
choose the short, medium or long course around protected properties
with gorgeous views and diverse habitats, including rare prairies.
At the end of the ride, participants are rewarded with a slice of
Whidbey Pies’ locally famous dessert.

MAT T MCMILL AN/GREAT L AND TRUST

Great Land Trust’s Swan Lake Trail trailhead includes a sign with a map that uses drawings created by students from Machetanz Elementary School, located across the street.

Hajny was determined not to cancel this
year’s ride. Inspiration struck after she did a
virtual run hosted by another organization.
“Participants can do a virtual run wherever
they want to,” Hajny says. “We could use the
virtual run model, although we still wanted
people to ride by the protected properties
and see their beauty.”
So the one-day event instead ran from July
10 to August 31. Riders signed up for single
or family tickets (kids of all ages were free),
picked their day, promised to send in selfies
and received a packet with land trust information, course maps, birding tips, stickers—
and a voucher for an entire pie since slices
wouldn’t be distributed on-site.
The land trust spread the word through
social media, local bike clubs and the local
newspaper. “Our previous record was 100
riders. This year, we had 462!” Hajny says.
“Nearly 200 had never engaged with us
before. We got a great mix of participants.
Many were exposed to the Whidbey
Camano Land Trust for the first time.”
Hajny called riders’ feedback a silver lining
of COVID: “They loved seeing farmland,
prairie and beach. People reported all the

birds they’d seen. They felt connected with
the land and saw firsthand how we protect
and steward treasured properties.”
The land trust calls the ride a “friendraiser,” not a fundraiser—and this year, it
filled its purpose more deeply than ever.
“Will we do it again this way since the
feedback was so great? Or go back to
one day? Maybe we’ll do both.”

Connecting over a new trail

“Our community is Southcentral
Alaska. It’s a big service area,” says
Libby Kugel, communications and
administration manager for the accredited Great Land Trust (GLT). “Basically,
it’s anyone who loves the land, outdoor
recreation, healthy habitats and all the
things that make Alaskans proud of
where they’re from.”
As part of its strategic plan, the GLT
team seeks out “legacy projects”—those
that protect habitat, provide access to
public lands, support quality of life and
align with local priorities. The goal:
thriving human and natural communities,
now and generations from now.

Several months after COVID-19 took
hold in the United States, GLT was ready
to open its long-awaited Swan Lake Boardwalk and Trail. Swan Lake is one of a series
of legacy projects on a 1,000-acre property
GLT purchased in 2014 as an addition to a
state game refuge. The majority of the trail
had actually been built a few years before, but
public access had to wait until the housing
development at its entrance was completed.
GLT would normally celebrate a new
trail by inviting funders and community
members to a grand opening and ribbon
cutting. That, of course, wasn’t an option in
2020. Neither was announcing the opening
with no community interaction.
“We wanted people to go and use the
trail,” Kugel says, “but we also wanted there
to be some sort of exchange between us and
the visitors.”
They decided to launch a do-it-yourself
grand opening that lasted the month of June.
GLT pushed the event via social media, and
the word kept spreading. “We asked people
to visit the trail, take a picture there, send
continued on page 22
www.landtrustalliance.org
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land we love

Just What
People Needed

T

oms Run Preserve (pictured) is a 318-acre nature
preserve located in Morgantown, West Virginia. The
accredited West Virginia Land Trust spent the last five
years working hard to open this preserve to the public
for hiking and nature study. The organization secured grants, held
fundraisers and worked with 300+ volunteers to make it happen.
Then, just a few weeks before a long-anticipated grand opening
ceremony, the COVID-19 pandemic swept into West Virginia and it
soon became clear that an in-person celebration was not going to happen.
Instead, WVLT had a “soft” opening, using social media and news
outlets to spread the word. When the (cancelled) opening day finally
arrived, no one gathered en masse, and the woods stayed silent.
It turned out…that is just what people needed.
“What we are learning from the pandemic is just how important
public greenspaces are for the physical and mental well-being of our
communities,” says Executive Director Brent Bailey.
Before the pandemic, WVLT was already working throughout
the state to make its properties available to the public. To date, the
organization has protected over 18,000 acres with eight public spaces
and plans for seven more properties opening to the public.
“We feel that land conservation will play an important role in
economic revitalization and attracting people to live, work and play
in our state,” Bailey says.
“There is a desire from the public for more places like Toms Run
Preserve, so we will keep working to bring these opportunities to
communities throughout the state.”

MORE INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND AT W W W.W VL ANDTRUST.ORG
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Reshaping
Engagement

VICTORIA MCHUGH PHOTOGR APHY LLC

continued from page 19

Classic cars and conservation brought people together for the Geneva Lake Conservancy Road Rally. Community members expressed
gratitude that GLC planned an in-person event that followed social distancing guidelines and kept attendees safe.

it to us, and we’ll send you a GLT sticker
designed by a local artist,” Kugel explained.
Not only did the community visit and
send selfies—they sent GLT notes about
their experiences. One such note came from
community member Bridgette Preston:
“Thanks so much for your efforts making
this site accessible to all! We thoroughly
enjoyed our hike, seeing the wildflowers,
swatting the mosquitos and experiencing a
bit of Alaska we’d never seen in our 40 years
as Valley residents!”
The DIY format made the event accessible
to a broader swath of the community. “In
person, GLT regulars and funders would
have come, but maybe not people who were
new to GLT,” Kugel says. “This way, we had
different people and probably more people.
22
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Having that exchange between us and visitors
worked really well.”

Connecting over cars
and conservation

Geneva Lake Conservancy (GLC), an accredited land trust in southeast Wisconsin, faced
the now-familiar question: Do we cancel?
They adjusted their children’s programming
and other outings, but they canceled their
annual spring and summer events. “We were
concerned about the limited engagement with
donors,” Executive Director Karen Yancey
says. “We talked about ideas to re-engage the
whole community, not only donors.”
Yancey proposed an idea that, at first
glance, might seem counterintuitive for a land
trust. “A previous land trust I worked for used

www.landtrustalliance.org

a road rally for fundraising. At first, I thought,
‘Do cars and conservation mix?’ It was interesting how we changed our minds about it.”
GLC board and staff saw the potential.
The four GLC nature preserves (three of
which are relatively new) make a rough circle
around Walworth County, providing a
perfect route. Participants of the Road Rally
to GLC Preserves started at the GLC office
and then drove to each preserve, where GLC
staff and volunteers awaited each car with
activities and plenty of hand sanitizer.
“We offered a 15-minute hike at each
property and a playing card. People could
build up a poker hand as they completed the
route,” Yancey says. “Some people enjoyed
the hike, others the poker, others driving
their classic cars (or family favorite). The

route ended with a socially distanced picnic
dinner at our headquarters. We had something for everyone.”
GLC had hoped for about 70 people;
more than 100 participated. About a dozen
people who came for the cars were introduced to GLC’s conservation work for the
first time, Yancey says.
“The event connected the conservancy,
community and land,” she says. “We were able
to show people the locations of our preserves
and show that we’re open to the entire county
community. It really re-engaged people. They
expressed gratitude that we provided a safe
event. People were so excited to see each other,
even if they were 6 feet apart!”
The road rally’s success gave GLC a new
way to think about its annual winter event.
“We learned to look outside the box. Except
when there’s a state quarantine, we can still
hold in-person events,” Yancey says.
Instead of canceling the 2020 Holly Ball,
fundraising committee members are hosting
dinner for small groups of family and close
friends who feel comfortable being physically together. GLC promises “a delicious
holiday dinner prepared by one of our
talented area chefs” to be delivered, then
participants will watch the silent auction,
awards presentation and musical entertainment via Zoom. It’s a bright way to close out
a year that has had its share of dark times.

Connecting over a good book

As part of its 2019 strategic planning
process, the accredited land trust serving
Columbia County, New York, set a goal
to “reach a better cross-section of the
community.” In 2020, the Columbia Land
Conservancy’s (CLC) Where the Wild
Books Are book club has helped CLC
work toward this goal by helping community members connect with each other
over good books.
“We were doing a lot of bird walks and
hikes, but if you have mobility issues, it’s
harder to join in,” says Communications
and Grants Manager Rebecca Walker.
“Or maybe you just don’t feel comfortable
outside. We started the book club in late
2019 to engage people in CLC’s mission,

originally from the comfort of our office,
but now from home.”
Book club members suggest nature/
conservation-themed books. Walker and
Conservation Education Manager Heidi
Bock pick one from the list to read each
month (most recently, Rancher, Farmer,
Fisherman: Conservation Heroes of the
American Heartland) and prepare questions
for their Zoom meeting.
Members use the Mobilize online community platform to share and discuss articles
between meetings. “Over the summer, our
online community grew from 20 to almost
55,” Bock says. Not every member attends
the meetings, but they can all feel involved.
“Any way we can help people connect is
very important,” Bock says. “I miss seeing
strangers get to know each other as we walk
on a trail. But now, in book club, people who
would have gone on a hike get to meet people
who would not have gone.”
“Book club is our opportunity to hear other
people’s stories,” Walker says. “We talk about
conservation, but we all filter it through the
personal lens we bring to the book.”
“I find reading and sharing what I’ve read
to be a very grounding experience…and
thought-provoking,” book club participant
Tracy Pennea says. “The feeling of community and connection is apparent here. I am
so grateful to be part of this.”
For some members, the book club has
woken the desire to volunteer. For others,
the desire was already there, but they weren’t
sure how to do it during the pandemic.
“It’s helping us think about what we can
do to help them help us,” Walker says. The
book club’s success has inspired Bock to

Before the pandemic, book club participants met at the
Columbia Land Conservancy office, located in the heart
of historic Chatham, New York. Now they meet online,
and numbers are growing.

reimagine how she will engage volunteers
in this spring’s Amphibian Migration and
Road Crossing program using Mobilize.
“Now that we’re over the initial hump of
adjusting, there’s a way to take the limitations
and see them as an opportunity to engage
more people,” Walker says.
“When we can go back to in-person,” Bock
says, “we will still have the virtual option to
broaden engagement.”
Land trusts’ resilience during this trying
season is paying off. With creativity and a
focus on community, they are broadening
their reach—and cultivating possibilities for
connection that will outlast the pandemic.
That’s a reason to celebrate this winter.
MEGHAN MCDONALD IS A FREEL ANCE WRITER FOCUSED
ON SCIENCE, SUSTAINABILIT Y AND NONPROFITS.

The Learning Center (tlc.lta.org), accessible by Alliance members, Affiliates and
individual supporters (at the $500 level and up), contains the Communicators’
Network, which welcomes new members. Join the conversation and add your
story of how your land trust is engaging community members. •
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WAIT! THERE’S MORE...

RALLY
2020
Land Trust Alliance · National Land Conservation Conference

THE LEARNING DOESN’T STOP AFTER RALLY
Those who participated will have access to all recordings as well as all
the other features of the Rally platform until January 31, 2021.
Didn’t register? Access to the platform is still available.
More information at www.alliancerally.org

Clockwise: Andrew Bowman, Nina Simon,
Fernando Lloveras San Miguel, Alison Brown,
Bethel Heights Vineyard in Oregon
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MUCH MORE THAN
A CONFERENCE
The Land Trust Alliance’s premier training event, Rally, went virtual
this year—delivering knowledge, networking and hope
BY CHRISTINA SOTO

ally is an enormous gift in
these dire times,” says Carolyn
Edelmann, community relations associate of the accredited
D&R Greenway Land Trust in
New Jersey. “Rally gives us hours, even days,
of cooperation with courageous, devoted,
original people who care about the health of
our planet and devote their lives to its wellbeing. In other words, Rally delivers hope, as
well as practical steps to realize our personal
and professional missions.”
This year the pandemic may have thrown
a curve ball at the Land Trust Alliance, but
it hit the ball out of the park with virtual
Rally 2020: The National Land Conservation
Conference, held October 6 – 8. With almost
3,800 attendees, it was the biggest Rally of
all 33. “Going virtual with our premier
conference helped us get our land conservation training and resources to many more
people,” says Renee Kivikko, the Alliance’s
vice president of education.

The Pivot

In the spring, the Alliance’s training and
education team was facing the decision
whether to move forward with an in-person
Rally in Portland, Oregon, or move to a
virtual event. As it turned out, the worsening
pandemic made the choice easier.

“We had to think of the safety of everyone
involved in Rally, and that was what really
made the choice clear,” says Patty Tipson,
associate director of training. “Then we faced
a whole slew of new decisions once we went
virtual. It was new territory for us, but we were
excited to go exploring.”
Tipson and her team had to test multiple
online conference platforms. “We received
demos on about 10 platforms and chose the
one that fit our needs the best,” she says.
The team then decided to pare down
Rally’s typical 100+ workshop offerings to 60
to keep to the three-day schedule but with
breaks to lessen attendees’ screen fatigue.
“We knew that staying online for hours and
hours was not really going to work for most
people, so we streamlined Rally to make it
a friendlier experience online,” Tipson says.
“We also tried to balance the schedule for
multiple time zones.”
Then came the training of the trainers.
Training Coordinator Lindsay Blair had
consultation sessions with “our wonderful
Rally faculty, those from the land conservation community who volunteer their time to
share their knowledge,” Blair says. “We also
had to train sponsors and exhibitors, as well
as all Alliance staff on the platform so they
could assist the faculty. Then we were as ready
as we were going to be to host virtual Rally.”

The Themes

Rally speakers all referenced the challenges
that 2020 has brought: the pandemic’s effect
on health and the economy, the reckoning
with systemic racism and the severe weather
brought on by climate change.
Highlighting diversity, equity and
inclusion, Rally offered many sessions built
around these themes. “This work of discovering and building common ground is one
of the most important ways land trusts are
serving our fractured nation,” said Andrew
Bowman, Alliance president and CEO, in
his keynote address.
The two other plenary speakers expanded
this message. “It’s critically important that
we create an environment where everyone
is ultimately made to feel welcome,” said
noted journalist James Edward Mills. “My
interest in the outdoors wasn’t just mine, it
was something we did as a family. ...Land
trusts and all environmental organizations
need to expose not just children, but families
and possibly full communities.”
Mills put out the call to “tell the story of
all the conservation heroes who make up
every single aspect of our land. We need to
make sure if you don’t see those stories, you
try to find them.” (See Voiced on page 12,
and watch his speech at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T_vIGPfJkMw.)
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MUCH MORE THAN
A CONFERENCE

Relevance expert Nina Simon explained, “When people feel a
sense of belonging, they don’t just feel like it’s okay for them to come
in; they feel a sense of ownership. Belonging goes both ways—we
start to belong to the place and the place starts belonging to us.”
Simon identified that “now is a time, amidst all this wildness,
when we can choose to take action toward the people we most want
to belong. If everything is on fire, why not remake it in a direction
of greater inclusion, relevance, sustainability and belonging?”
Fernando Lloveras San Miguel, executive director of the accredited
Conservation Trust of Puerto Rico and this year’s winner of the
Kingsbury Browne Conservation Leadership Award and Lincoln
Institute for Land Policy Fellowship, accepted his award by saying,
“I can only encourage you to step up to the amazing threats we are
all facing. And when you’re fully convinced that you cannot do
more, you simply stand up and do more.” (Read more on page 36.)

The Learning

With 60 workshops, several virtual field trips, the inspiring plenaries and online spaces to network and view exhibits, Rally delivered
its message of hope to attendees from 49 states, four countries and
one U.S. territory. The mix of people included land trust board
members, staff and volunteers, students, government employees,
consultants and more. “We were thrilled to welcome so many ‘firsttimers,’ as well as four people who have attended all 33 Rallies,
the ‘100-percenters,’” says Tipson. “They are Dave Froehlich,
John v.H. Halsey, Steve Small and Peter Stein.”
Workshops ranged from the practical (“Real Estate Fundamentals: A Primer for New Land Trust Staff and Board”; “Strategic
Marketing: Grow Membership, Participation and Support”) to
the visionary (“Expanding Community Conservation Partnerships
and Integrating Traditional Ecological Knowledge”; “DEI Planning? Us Too. Let’s Learn Together”) and from the big themes
of the day (“Merger and Restructuring Options for Land Trusts
in the COVID-19 Era”; “Using Economic and Climate Messaging to Advance Conservation Outcomes”) to the tools of the trade
(“Conservation Easement Appraisals: Distinguishing the Good
from the Bad and the Just Plain Ugly!”; “View From Above: The
Use of Remotely Sensed Data for Stewardship Monitoring”).
Another benefit of virtual Rally is that people could choose to
participate in a workshop at the scheduled time or return to the
workshop at a later time, since all were recorded and posted on the
platform. The recordings will be available through January 31, 2021.
Some faculty chose to record their session, then conduct a live Q&A
at the end. Some chose to present live at their scheduled time, with
the live session recorded as it happened. All sessions are captioned.
“I decided to do one of each with my two sessions,” says Brandon
Hayes, with Bold Bison Communications & Consulting and
formerly with the accredited Openlands. “The live session, ‘Lights!
Camera! Action! Let’s Make a Video,’ I felt needed to be live to
give it the energy involved in collaborating with attendees on a
video, and in the pre-recorded session I wanted to include elements
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RALLY BY THE NUMBERS
Current Count of
Registrations

3772

WITH MORE EXPECTED AS THE PLATFORM
IS AVAILABLE THROUGH JAN. 31

Board Member
Registrations

660

Total Organizations
Including Field Offices

855

Largest Represented
Organization: The Nature
Conservancy of Canada

130

International
Registrations

150
Student
Registrations

76

Virtual
Workshops

60

First-Timers

1585
100-Percenters

4

Virtual
Field Trips

3

that I couldn’t include in a live session.”
Hayes, who has presented at several past
Rallies, says, “I wouldn’t have thought it
possible to present the video workshop
virtually, but it worked in part because I was
so well supported by Alliance staff during
the session. Virtual Rally turned out to be
a great learning experience, for both the
teachers and the students.” (See excerpts
from Hayes’ video workshop on page 32.)

at the heart of this conference. Even though
we couldn’t be together in person, that didn’t
stop all the connecting that happens organically at Rally. We seek each other out to create
this amazing learning and support network.”
Rally attendees had good things to say
about their experiences. Liz McLaurin of
the accredited Land Trust for Tennessee,
which won the National Land Trust Excellence Award this year, said, “Our entire

“This was my first Rally, and I was truly impressed with
the caliber of presentations and work that is being done
in this community.”
MARC NUT TER

The Connections

“We kicked off Rally 2020 with a virtual
awards ceremony to celebrate the latest class
of newly accredited and renewed land trusts,”
says Land Trust Accreditation Commission
Executive Director Melissa Kalvestrand. “It
was a special evening with over 200 attendees joining us to support their accredited
colleagues and congratulate them on their
success. We also debuted a new video that
speaks to the value of accreditation.”
Although Rally was a very different
experience this year, there were many ways
to connect, such as the experience of the
Commission. On the opening day of Rally,
the Commission held a workshop, “Tips and
Tools for Tackling Accreditation Requirements and Documentation.” It also hosted
five mini Q&A sessions and presented
information on a virtual exhibitor page,
which is still accessible within the platform.
Other meetings that took place before,
during or after Rally included those held
by the Communicators’ Network, the
International Land Conservation Network,
LGBTQ+ in Land Conservation and the
Conservationists of Color, as well as
several others.
“Rally has always been a time to make
connections,” says Kivikko. “The chance to
meet others who are doing the same work,
or doing the same work differently, or doing
something completely new and innovative is

staff and many members of our Board of
Directors and Trustee Council took part
in Rally 2020. When it was announced this
would be virtual, I could not imagine what
it would be like without the convention
center bustle, taps on the shoulder and waves
across rooms.”
However, McLaurin explained, “As things
developed, and the DEIJ theme that had
been a part of the Alliance’s priorities under
the ‘community conservation’ theme became
even more relevant, it struck me that a virtual
event would indeed make this gathering more
accessible to some of the very land trusts who
might benefit most from Rally who may not
have the financial capacity to send people
across the country or have time constraints
that don’t allow attendance. It was, obviously,
an inclusive Rally given the numbers Andrew
reported in his closing remarks. The platform
was excellent, the sessions relevant, moving
and informative—and the sidebar conversations easy and meaningful. I know this was a
conference the likes of which you all could not
have imagined a year ago—none of us could
have—but you all pulled it off with great
style, technical expertise and grace.”
Kara Walker said, “I spent WAY less time
‘buffering’ than I would have in an airport
security line! Thanks Land Trust Alliance
for pulling off a great experience!”
Rebecca McKay Steinberg said, “Yay for
reducing our carbon footprints!”

Marc Nutter said, “This was my first Rally,
and I was truly impressed with the caliber of
presentations and work that is being done in
this community. Thank you.”
And another first-timer, Zanetta Bowden,
said, “I have truly enjoyed the sessions, very
inspiring and educational. Thanks to ALL!”
Jamey French, chair of the Land Trust
Alliance board, reflected on Rally going
virtual with its new and exciting format. “It’s
fair to say that as much as we look forward to
gathering again in person, I also embrace the
opportunity to expand Rally for many who
can only experience it because of our virtual
format. We look forward to taking what we
learned this year and applying those lessons to
creating Rally ‘hybrid’ events in the future.”

The Gratitude

In his closing remarks, Bowman encouraged
everyone to take care of themselves and each
other during these trying times. “You’re part
of a community that is doing so much for
so many people in a year of unprecedented
challenges and need. You’re doing so with
a strength and dedication that inspires me
every day. From all of us at the Alliance,
thank you.”
CHRISTINA SOTO IS SENIOR EDITOR AND CONTENT MANAGER
AT THE L AND TRUST ALLIANCE.

Those who participated in Rally
2020 will have access to all recordings and other features of the platform until January 31, 2021. Didn’t
attend? Register for access to all
the recordings at AllianceRally.org.
See our 2020 award winner videos
on YouTube at www.youtube.com/
user/LandTrustAlliance/videos
and the many sponsors who made
Rally 2020 possible here: https://
alliancerally.org/rally-sponsors.
Also, many thanks to the faculty,
exhibitors and everyone who made
Rally possible. •
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board M AT T E R S
BY

Jim Wyerman

VIRTUAL RALLY

Attracts More Board
Members Than Ever

W

This year, Rally 2020 went virtual with a “come as you are and
take what you need” vibe. Its convenience, low cost and wide array
of content helped draw a record 660 land trust board members.
This format allowed participants to drop into sessions most
geared to their interests and organizations. Busy board members
could listen to recorded sessions in the comfort of their homes
and on their own schedules.
The annual Rally has always been a font of knowledge and a
watering hole for networking. Since the early days of conservation,
our community has been known for its collegiality and willingness
to share its wisdom. Veterans show us how to run complex
organizations while newer staff teach us how to maximize
ever-changing digital media.
For board members in particular, whatever they need to know,
from starting an organization and developing a strong board, to
stewardship, strategic planning, legal issues, community outreach, fundraising or accreditation, there’s a session for that.
28
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COURTESY OF GARY BRIT TON

hen I was with the Land
Trust Alliance, I always
looked forward to Rally.
We all did. There isn’t a
more dedicated group of people than those
in the land trust community, and Rally was
our chance to meet them, shake their hands
and thank them for the work that they do.

Gary Britton, board member of Cedar Lakes Conservation Foundation in
Wisconsin, leads a group of young volunteers on a trail building project
before the time of social distancing.

Board Chair Denise Goergen, also at
CLCF, focused on the sessions on board
governance and preparing for accreditation. She liked meeting the Alliance and
Land Trust Accreditation Commission
staff associated with that. Having some
flexible downtime from the online sessions
helped her balance other responsibilities.
Climate change and resilience were of
particular interest to Vinalhaven Land Trust.
Its service area is a small island off the coast
of Maine with encroaching seas. Much of
the island is already conserved, so its focus
is shifting from acquisition to stewardship
and ways to engage its small community
with many seasonal residents. Attendees
from VLT liked the sessions on outreach.
Some land trusts like Lower Nehalem
Community Trust in Oregon are gearing
up for accreditation, or are coming up for
renewal, so that was a primary focus of
its board and staff who attended. They
found it helpful to hear from other land
trusts that have navigated that process
successfully. New board chair Debbie
Moberly at Nehalem, a first-timer at
Rally, said, “I was a sponge absorbing as much information as possible.”
Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion Themes
Several board members and staff said they
attended primarily because they wanted to
learn more about diversity, equity and
inclusion issues. Not knowing what they
don’t know, boards approaching the issue
for the first time are thirsty for guidance,
training, common language and programmatic responses.
Hidden biases can be as subtle as the time
selected for meetings. In the coastal community where Lower Nehalem Community
Trust works, there are many elderly retirees
and seasonal residents. “We’re old. We like to
have our meetings during the day so we can
be home and in bed by nine o’clock,” said
Moberly. “We weren’t even thinking about
how daytime meetings make it hard for most
workers to attend.”

COURTESY OF DEBBIE MOBERLY

Take What You Need
Due to the lower cost and tiered pricing
for larger groups, more board and staff
could affordably attend. Of the nearly
3,800 who attended this Rally, 17.5%
were board members.
Linnell Mather, executive director for
the accredited Vinalhaven Land Trust in
Maine, said they were able to send eight
board members for the cost of one attending
in person. There were more international
participants, including 130 staff from the
same organization.
The executive directors I spoke to said
it took little convincing to get their board
members to go. With the lower cost,
some said it was a no-brainer. They told
their boards it was a good opportunity
for them to learn from the larger conservation community, and not to worry
about dropping in and out as needed.
Board members liked avoiding travel
days and found the daily format (with
lots of breaks) manageable. Being able to
watch recorded sessions later was a plus,
so as not to miss the overlapping sessions that pose conflicts in person.
One downside of course was the diminished networking that happens in person.
Chat rooms and online happy hours tried to
make up for that, but it wasn’t quite the same.
While board members missed the
personal contact, they uniformly felt that
the advantages of online Rally outweighed
the disadvantages. They hoped future
Rallies would offer some mix of live and
online workshops.
One first-time Rally attendee still got
a sense of camaraderie from the online
sessions. Gary Britton, board member of
Cedar Lakes Conservation Foundation in
Wisconsin, said, “They really made you
feel you were part of something bigger.”
Britton is a retired mathematics
professor and amateur naturalist who
enjoys inventorying the plants on his
prairie land. He is involved in trail building, so he found the sessions on making
trails accessible particularly useful.

Oregon’s Lower Nehalem Community Trust board
member Debbie Moberly.

LNCT was fortunate to receive a grant to
help it better assess and address DEI issues.
Moberly explained that effective response is
more than just updating brochures, which
they are starting to do. “It is a listening
process that makes us go back and examine
our habits, blind spots and assumptions. It is
finding out ways we need to open up that
weren’t even on our radar.”
Above all, Moberly said, “It is a conversation with the community where you
live. You try to step into their experience.
It is a relationship that slowly reveals itself
through the development of trust.” She
poignantly recalled the jolt of awakening she felt when she read about a Black
woman who said she could never enjoy a
hike the same way as a white person.
She explained that listening and learning is a continuing process, one that
we all need to do more of in our lives.
We all unconsciously put structures in
place that automatically exclude others.
DEI engagement provides a safe vehicle
for untangling that. “We’re still figuring it out, but I hope we are asking the
right questions now,” said Moberly.
www.landtrustalliance.org
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OURTESY OF JOHN V.H. HALSEY

board M AT T E R S

John v.H. Halsey, founder and president of the Peconic
Land Trust in New York.

Attending All 33 Rallies
Just four people are left in a special club of
those who have attended every single Rally
since the first in 1983 in Washington, D.C.
(there wasn’t a Rally every year). Back in
those days, “About 100 attended without
a large carbon footprint,” said Peter Stein
of Lyme Timber and a former board chair
of the Land Trust Alliance, who has never
missed a Rally.
One thing that’s changed is the global
scope of land conservation. “At the first
few Rallies there were only one or two
people from outside the United States.
Now land conservation is happening in
over 100 countries.” Rally gives us and
our international colleagues a chance
to learn from each other, Stein said.
Another big change is the prevalence
of women in leadership roles in conservation. More than half of the participants
at Rally are women, and that’s been the
case for a while. There are also more
younger people involved than ever before.
Asked why he kept coming back for the
last 37 years, Stein said, “I used to come
because I knew everybody. Now I attend
because I don’t.”
Stein also sees change in the way conservation is being done: “Sometimes land
conservation has happened at the expense
of underserved communities. We are learning how to change that. But we still have a
lot of listening and learning to do.”
30
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John v.H. Halsey, founder and president
of the accredited Peconic Land Trust in New
York, has also attended all Rallies since the
beginning. He fondly remembers his first
Rallies when he was ‘the new kid on the
block’ with a land trust in the start-up stage.
“I learned so much from the elders at the
time, including Kingsbury Browne, who
was our legal adviser,” said Halsey. “The
friendliness of the community was just
extraordinary. I felt so privileged to have
guidance from so many leaders of established organizations.”
He and others are now trying to give
back, and Rally is a great vehicle for sharing
their wisdom.
Inspiration for the Future
What makes the long-time veterans of land
conservation hopeful about the future?
Halsey is inspired by the generosity and
sharing spirit of the land trust community,

www.landtrustalliance.org

which has “always been willing to share
what it knows and encourage those who
will follow.”
He hopes that the conservation community will remain innovative and flexible over
time. “It must continue to adapt to changing circumstances. Most important, land
conservation must become more broadly
inclusive if it is to survive. To remain relevant,
we must adapt.”
Stein is encouraged by seeing a full range
of young people joining the movement.
“Conservation easements are perpetual
and last forever, but people don’t.”
We need this next generation to continue
and improve upon our work. Engaging new
audiences and new communities is both
inspiring and essential to the future of
land conservation.
JIM WYERMAN IS A WRITER AND FORMER COMMUNICATIONS AND
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR FOR THE LAND TRUST ALLIANCE.

The Learning Center is Always Open
Sarah Naperala, current resident expert on the Land Trust Alliance’s Ask an Expert
forum on the Learning Center, is just one of the many resources for board members
on this digital platform accessible to Alliance land trust members, Affiliates and
supporters (at the $500 level).
Here’s an example of a recent question Naperala received:
Q: Our board wants to see annual key performance indicators for our land trust,
and I was wondering if anyone here has experience assembling a list of KPI’s
relevant to our industry. It seems that much of our work is “maintenance” in a
sense, which doesn’t seem to catch the full effort of our staff. Any suggestions?
Naperala wrote a resource-rich answer, but here is an excerpt about going beyond
“bucks and acres” in which she quotes from the Center for Whole Communities’ “Whole
Measures: Transforming Our Vision of Success” at www.measuresofhealth.net:
“Acres and dollars” are tangible and cumulative, and have long been a clear and
hopeful indicator of conservation victories. But, of course, acres and dollars
don’t answer why and for whom the land is protected; nor do they help us see
the larger aspirations we hold for the relationship between healthy land, people
and communities. ...The real success of all those working to protect and create
whole communities is their ability to redefine for Americans their health, their
relationships, their senses of fairness and what it means to be a citizen. To do
that, we all have to be much better collaborators and much more aware of the
full consequences of our work. •

accreditation C O R N E R
BY

Caity Pinkard

Vision and Hope
NORTHWEST CONNECTICUT L AND CONSERVANCY

FOR SOME LAND TRUSTS, MERGING IS
THE NEXT STEP IN THEIR EVOLUTION

From left to right: Northwest Connecticut Land Conservancy board members Kirsten Peckerman,
Margery Feldberg and Christine Flynn hold kestrel chicks. Executive Director Catherine Rawson
says mergers allowed NCLC to uphold the promise of perpetual land conservation.

W

hen Colorado Open Lands merged with the Colorado Conservation Trust
in 2013, the process was not without its challenges. “Each merging land
trust has its own culture, history of accomplishments and means of engaging
with its board, landowners and stakeholders,” says Community Conservation
Program Manager Ben Lenth. For COL, the key was approaching these challenges as partners, while also recognizing the dedication and investment of each land trust. “A merger
is an extreme option of how two organizations may work together,” Lenth says. But when
done correctly, it can create a more sustainable and productive partnership.

Catherine Rawson, the executive
director of the Northwest Connecticut
Land Conservancy, shares how a merger
can benefit the land trusts involved. After
NCLC merged with Brookfield Open Space
Legacy in 2019 and with the Naromi Land
Trust in 2020, Rawson noticed an increased
capacity to provide member programs and
benefits, as well as a more effective allocation
of financial resources. “Land trusts have
unique missions to protect land in perpetuity,” Rawson says. “In both cases, the mergers
allowed us to deliver services and benefits to

our communities and members more
efficiently, and better positioned us to uphold
the promise of perpetual land conservation.”
Still, Rawson notes that the process of
integration continues long after the merger
occurs. “Even a straightforward merger
requires a commitment of time over a
12-month period,” she says. For NCLC,
accreditation played a big role in managing
the ongoing organizational restructuring.
“Accredited organizations share fundamental practices and policies that make our
operations similar,” Rawson explains.

“We undoubtedly saved on staff time and
legal costs as a result of merging with an
accredited organization.”
Lenth also noted that accreditation can
help with the process of merging, but one
land trust not being accredited is not a barrier
to considering a merger. “COL has merged
with both accredited and unaccredited
partners,” he says. “When a merging partner
has adhered to Land Trust Standards and
Practices, it provides an extra level of
confidence that things were done right.” Due
to the high standards set by accreditation for
land trust operations, “it makes review and
acceptance of another organization’s work
easier.” Whether or not your organization is
accredited though, Lenth says the key to any
merger is to remember your shared goals.
“Focus on why you’re merging: on the
community, as in the people, boards,
landowners, donors and other community
members who have given so much to this
effort,” Lenth says. While mergers have
many benefits from an operational standpoint, the real goal of any merger should be
to better serve the community. As Lenth
puts it, “If we’re successful, the merging land
trust’s sense of community is preserved, and
the transition is viewed not just as a natural
next step in the organization’s evolution, but
also a success for the community.”
When considering whether a merger
is right for your land trust, Rawson
has similar advice from someone who’s
been through it: “Remind yourselves of
the vision and hope you had when the
process began, and focus on the positive
outcome you are working to create.”
CAITY PINKARD IS THE COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER AT
CONSERVATION STRATEGY FUND.
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fundraising W I S D O M
BY

Brandon Hayes

Lights! Camera! Action!
NOAH POWELL

Let’s Make a Video
Creating compelling videos to share the good work of land
trusts is fun, easy, and costs less than you might think
Filming a socially
distanced interview
onsite at Midewin
National Tallgrass
Prairie in Will
County, Illinois.

V

ideo is an absolutely vital tool for involving volunteers, donors and neighbors in the
work of land conservation. Unfortunately, many land trusts and conservation organizations approach video as something that they need to spend a lot of money on,
hiring professionals rather than doing it themselves. In an effort to show that making
a video is fun, easy and inexpensive, I premiered a workshop at Rally 2017 in which I didn’t just
talk about the importance of video, but instead worked with attendees to create a brief video—
brainstorming messaging points, shooting interviews and editing footage—right there in the
conference room in a 90-minute hands-on experience. We had so much fun that the Land
Trust Alliance brought the workshop back for every Rally since, including virtual Rally 2020.
Yes, you can make a video on your smartphone, where
image and video capture technology continues to improve,
but a minimum investment in some additional equipment can lift your video content out of TikTok territory.
A good, entry-level digital single-lens reflex (DSLR)
camera runs about $500. A quality, lightweight but
strong tripod can be had for about $100. And a directional microphone that attaches directly to the camera is
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about $40. With less than $650 invested, any land trust
can begin to capture high-definition video without worrying about shaky hand-held smartphone footage (though
if you do use a smartphone, a decent smartphone tripod
is only about $25).
Equally as important as investing in some equipment
to capture video footage is investing in a culture at your
land trust that makes capturing that video a matter of

habit. There is nothing worse than working on a video during a snowy
Midwestern winter and wishing that you had footage of a blooming prairie or an autumnal oak savanna. Make a point of capturing
some video whenever you visit a property and in all four seasons.
Store that video on your organization’s network or in the cloud and
label it usefully (by location and date, for instance) so that it is easily
accessible whenever you might need it. Empower program or stewardship staff to capture education programs or workdays on video.
Invite board members and other volunteers to participate in building your video library.
“That’s great,” you’re thinking, “but it’s not capturing the video
that intimidates me, it’s editing it.” The good news is that you
don’t need high-end editing software to create a quality video. My
go-to software is iMovie, which is free on any Mac. As a software
experience, it is user-friendly, allowing the novice video maker to
drag and drop video and audio footage, clean up content with auto
enhance settings and easily undo mistakes. It also allows users to
duplicate projects so that you can create a master version of a video
and then create versions of varying lengths for different uses. (You
may want a five- or six-minute version to show at a fundraiser, but
a 90-second version for social media. You can create both without
starting over.) “But I don’t use a Mac,” I hear you thinking. While
iMovie is the best, easiest software for new video editors, Windows
also has built-in free software (although it is not as intuitive or
user-friendly). Another option is Adobe Premiere Pro ($20/month
subscription), which is powerful, but more complicated. iMovie
and Adobe Premiere also both come in versions for editing directly
on a smartphone. Another option could be investing in a dedicated
Mac Mini (starting at $800) for your land trust’s video and photoediting activities.
With your equipment at the ready, how should you approach
creating a video to inspire viewers to action? Tell a story if at all
possible. Humans have always been storytellers—going all the way
back to paintings on cave walls. Use surprise, use humor, use inspiration, use sorrow. Evoke emotions in your audience. Use compelling visuals early to draw in your viewers (particularly on social
media, assume they won’t have the audio turned on at the start).
In sum, consider your audience, when and how your video will be
distributed and the purpose it is serving (informational, fundraising, event promotion).
Many compelling videos feature multiple voices of interviewees
talking about their work, their land trust or their commitment to
conservation. While this approach can be powerful, it can be challenging to edit the interviews together into a narrative or argument
afterward. Having a prepared script or guiding outline can be very
helpful. Ask interviewees to keep each answer short. Guide them
to repeat the question that is asked as part of their answer so that
it is a complete thought (“What is the best way to protect pollinators?” “The best way to protect pollinators is…”). Make an argument in three easily understandable points (“Land conservation is
good for our planet, our health and our economy”).

When you are ready to start recording an interview, don’t forget
to check that the microphone is working and that the interviewee’s
voice is clear. Particularly if you are recording outside (and hopefully you are), be mindful of the lighting and try to find a balance
between the interviewee not being backlit but also not being overwhelmed by the sun. Help interviewees be as comfortable as possible. Make the taping feel conversational. Remind them to relax,
that they don’t need to be perfect, and that they don’t need to do
anything in one take since their remarks will be edited later. And
make sure you always capture video in horizontal format.
When it’s time to edit, less is more in terms of transitions, effects
and on-screen text. All of the editing software discussed above has
splashy features, which if used liberally can overwhelm a straightforward story or lovely visuals. Let the most important elements—story
and imagery—be the stars of your video. And don’t forget a musical
underscore to set the mood. Some software has free music built in, but
for more options, peruse online royalty-free or inexpensive sources
such as Bensound, Free Music Archive or Purple Planet Music.
Land trusts have the basic building blocks of great video content:
beautiful nature imagery, rousing calls-to-action to support conservation with time or dollars, an urgent issue that most Americans
care deeply about and interesting stories involving science, history
and culture. The best part is that using these elements to share your
story is inexpensive and a whole lot of fun.
BRANDON HAYES FOUNDED BOLD BISON COMMUNICATIONS & CONSULTING IN 2019 AFTER
SERVING AS COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR AT OPENL ANDS (ACCREDITED) IN CHICAGO.

Ready to Learn More?
Join Brandon Hayes for the Land Trust Alliance
webinar “Tik Tok, YouTube, Instagram – Making the
Most of Videos to Tell Your Stories” on April 22, 2021.
Learn more and register at www.lta.org/webinars.

Free Resource
The Nonprofit Video Index 2020 provides new data
about a diverse range of nonprofits to help drive
informed and strategic decisionmaking for nonprofits
producing and posting video content online.
https://connect.chronicle.com/COP-3P-WC-2020VidDesign-ContentSyndication-Tectonic_LP-COP.html •
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New Resources

FOR LAND TRUSTS ON
CARBON MARKETS
CARBON MARKETS

Land trusts interested in siting carbon projects on easement lands
should consult the new companion document, “Carbon Offsets
in Conservation Easements: The Essentials for Land Trusts.” The
document offers practical guidance to land trust practitioners on the
latest thinking on drafting conservation easement language to allow
the development of carbon offset projects, and convey or clarify the
ownership of the carbon offsets generated by such a project.
The publications can be found on the Alliance’s Learning Center at
https://tlc.lta.org/carbonmarkets and https://tlc.lta.org/carbonoffsets.
Alliance member land trusts, Affiliates and individual supporters
(at the $500 level and up) can access the Learning Center by either
creating a login (new members) or retrieving an existing login. •

Are They Right for Your Land Trust?

New Website on Natural Climate Solutions
Land Trust Alliance

|

1

T

he human and financial costs of climate change
continue to rise. As a result, governments worldwide
have set ambitious targets to stem greenhouse gas
emissions. Still, it has become clear that we cannot
meet climate targets without the protection, restoration
and sustainable use of nature and biodiversity.
By implementing natural climate solutions, land trusts can help
draw down and sequester carbon while providing additional benefits,
such as increased wildlife habitat, enhanced flood control, water purification and improved soil health. Carbon markets can help finance
natural climate solutions, creating a new revenue source for landowners engaged in sustainable management and conservation. For land
trusts, the carbon markets can help secure revenue to pay for land
acquisition, conservation easements and stewardship.
Two newly released publications from the Land Trust Alliance
explore carbon markets. The first, “Carbon Markets: Are They
Right for Your Land Trust?”, lays out the basics of carbon markets
and highlights how land trusts can use them to achieve their conservation and stewardship goals. It provides background on different types of offset projects and presents land trust case studies.
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U.S. Nature4Climate is a coalition of 10 leading conservation,
sustainability and business organizations—including the Land Trust
Alliance—dedicated to ensuring forests, farms, ranches, grasslands
and wetlands are an important part of combatting climate change.
The coalition believes that land trusts have an immense role to play
in advancing natural climate solutions on the ground through
science-based land protection, management and restoration.
The coalition has recently launched a website designed to serve
as a resource for news media, land trusts and others interested in
learning more about the role of natural climate solutions in the
United States. Check it out at www.USnature4climate.org. •

Focusing on the Future
In Dr. Mark Anderson’s blog he asks, “How can conservationists
continue to protect biodiversity if the cast of plant and animal species
keep moving to escape growing climate impacts?"
He says the answer is focusing on the future.
Anderson, The Nature Conservancy’s director of science for the
eastern United States, says that means “identifying and protecting
the most climate-resilient ‘neighborhoods’ for biodiversity—and
the ‘highways’ species will take to move between them.”

CONNECT WITH US!
www.facebook.com/landtrustalliance
www.twitter.com/ltalliance
www.instagram.com/ltalliance

Anderson explains how he and more than 150 scientific colleagues
inside and outside of the accredited Nature Conservancy “have
been working to do just that. Our new research maps a network
of landscapes across the continental United States with unique
topographies, geologies and other characteristics that can help
withstand climate impacts.”
Draft maps debuted at Rally 2019 and the final versions can now
be found on the Conservancy’s Resilient and Connected Mapping
Tool site at http://maps.tnc.org/resilientland.
Read Anderson’s blog at www.nature.org/en-us/what-wedo/our-insights/perspectives/saving-future-stage-biodiversitymark-anderson. •

NRCS Webinars for Land Trusts
The Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) provides
financial and technical assistance to eligible partners for purchasing
qualifying easements that protect the agricultural use and conservation values of eligible land through the Agricultural Conservation
Easement Program (ACEP) - Agricultural Land Easements (ALE)
Program (www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/national/
programs/easements/acep). The ACEP-ALE Program helps
farmers and ranchers keep their land in agriculture and protects
grazing uses and related conservation values by conserving
grassland, including rangeland, pastureland and shrubland. Eligible
partners include American Indian tribes, state and local governments and non-governmental organizations, including land trusts,
that have farmland, rangeland or grassland protection programs.
NRCS is offering two complimentary webinars in 2021 about
the ACEP-ALE Program in which they will demystify the process
and provide updates on what is new in 2021. If you are a land trust
that uses NRCS funds or is in need of federal dollars, these are
must-see webinars:
February 9 – Program Agreements + ALE Updates
March 11 – Buy-Protect-Sell
Learn more and register at www.lta.org/webinars. •

Alliance Webinars – Expertise at Your Fingertips
The Land Trust Alliance webinar series is a great way for your
organization to learn from top-level experts—with unmatched
convenience and affordability. The All-Access Pass grants your
land trust four logins to each live webinar and full access to every
webinar recording for an entire year to share with your volunteers,
board or staff members, making them a great tool for onboarding or continuing education. At only $595, the All-Access Pass
is the most cost-effective way to invest in your staff ’s professional
development in 2021. (See the topics list at right.)
Learn more and register at www.lta.org/webinars.

2021 Alliance Webinars by Topic
Stewardship
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Americans with Disability Act: What It Means for Land Trusts
Stewardship in the Time of COVID
Remote Monitoring
Drafting Current Conditions Reports
101 for New Stewardship Staff
Balancing Land Use and Conservation on Land Trust Lands
Mergers, Assignments and Dissolution: Stewarding
Conservation Easements During Transition

Acquisition
• Private Benefit: What Land Trusts Need to Know with
Transactions, Amendments and Other Activities
• Commercial Use Provisions in Easement Drafting
and Interpretation
• Federal Tax Law: The Latest and Greatest for 2021
• Getting Started Working on Urban/Suburban Conservation
• AI and Other Evolving Technologies for Making Stellar Maps

Climate Change
• Planning for Carbon
• Understanding Climate Vulnerability
• Climate Restoration and Management

Community Conservation
• Heirs’ Property
• Creating an Inclusive Workplace (two-part webinar)
• Making Connections with Indigenous Communities

Communications
• Tik Tok, YouTube, Instagram – Making the Most of Videos
to Tell Your Stories
• Communicating with Diverse Audiences

Fundraising
• Fundraising Strategies for 2021
• How to Create Awesome Donation Pages
• How to Start a Successful Planned Giving Program

Organizational Management
• Strategies to Help Your Land Trust Survive and Thrive in
COVID and Post-COVID Times
• Technologies to Help with Tracking Your Finances
• What Land Trusts Need to Know When Accepting Federal Funds
• Finding Affordable Retirement and Health Care Insurance
• Strategies for Bringing Millennials into Your Land Trust
• Planning Executive Director Transitions
PLEASE NOTE: WEBINAR TOPICS AND DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
VISIT LTA.ORG/ WEBINARS FOR THE MOST UP-TO-DATE WEBINARS IN THE SERIES.
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people & P L A C E S
BY

Christina Soto

Award Winners
SHARE GRATITUDE AND WISDOM

Kingsbury Browne Conservation Leadership
Award and Lincoln Institute of Land Policy
Fellowship: Fernando Lloveras San Miguel

Sad to not be able to spend time with Rallygoers in person due
to the pandemic, Fernando Lloveras addressed his audience in a

video, saying he had invited “real life emojis of you all here today.
Representing you are over 2,000 native and endemic trees of Puerto
Rico in one of Para la Naturaleza’s three nurseries.”
Lloveras, executive director of the accredited Conservation Trust
of Puerto Rico and president of Para la Naturaleza, expressed his
gratitude to Kingsbury Browne for “his grand vision and legacy of
uniting the conservation movement, which happens to be, today,
more important than ever.”
Focusing on the pandemic and its toll on human health, Lloveras
said, “The question has changed, but fortunately the answer remains
the same. Land is the answer. Now, the real question is health. Our
health is very much at risk. Yet, everything we do as a land con-
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servationist has a direct impact on health: capturing and filtering
water, generating healthy soils, pollinating our crops, protecting
the functionality of landscapes, creating urban parks and forests,
opening trails for our physical and emotional health. This is what
we do. We are simply the best available health care center on the
planet. And we do accept every health care plan. We only have
one planet, and we have been very consistent across the globe
mistreating our host.”
In 2017 Puerto Rico was hit by two Category 5 hurricanes that
caused terrible loss of life and completely devastated the landscape
and vegetation. Over 30 million trees died—“a very, very shocking
experience when you’re in the tropics,” said Lloveras. “Yet, as sad
as that can be, we quickly understood the amazing regenerative
power of nature.”
In 2018, the Board of Directors of the Land Trust Alliance went
to Puerto Rico and helped plant many trees in the coastal forest in
Manatí in the northern part of Puerto Rico. “It is a powerful gesture
of our togetherness and shows that our future, as Kingsbury Browne
very clearly saw, depends on the solidarity of humankind. I am deeply
honored and pleased to know that I am here today representing the
amazing work that each one of you do every day.” •

National Land Trust Excellence Award: The Land Trust for Tennessee

A Musical Interlude
The accredited Land Trust for Tennessee

does not typically own land, but Glen Leven
Farm is an exception. “When Glen Leven
Farm was given to us without any funds to
support it in what I like to call a ‘state of
compost,’ there was a lot of worry about it,”
says President & CEO Liz McLaurin.
“It just seemed different than the things
we’d started out doing that it was kind of
mission creep,” says founder Phil Bredesen.
“It was a big risk, but there was a sense that
we could do something that would preserve
the historic nature of this state,” says founder
Jean Nelson. “And what was once seen as
an organizational burden is now a welcoming front door for the land trust, bringing its
mission to life,” adds Alliance President and
CEO Andrew Bowman.
The 64-acre Glen Leven Farm is one of
the Land Trust for Tennessee’s great successes and one of several reasons the land
trust was chosen as this year’s National
Land Trust Excellence Award winner. The
farm has a creek running through it; there
are woods and historic structures. “It just
symbolizes everything that the land trust is
about,” says Nelson. “To have Glen Leven
Farm 10 minutes away from urban downtown space, what a beautiful gift,” says Dee
Patel, managing director of the Hermitage

Hotel. McLaurin adds, “Think of all the
people who would never experience a place
like this. They would never know where their
food is grown or how it’s grown. They would
never be able to get up close and personal
with a cow, and they get to do that here.”
“One of the incredible things about Glen
Leven Farm that has developed over the years
are partnerships. People are attracted to this
place, they’re attracted to the way we care for
it,” says McLaurin. Patel adds, “When you
can take a partnership and turn it into this
amazing friendship, to be able to then take
what we’re growing to our hotel is such a
beautiful experience for our guests to enjoy.”
“It’s turned into a wonderful example of
how an organization can stay true to its roots
but also grow and expand in the areas that
you wouldn’t have seen in the beginning,”
says Bredesen.
McLaurin accepted the award by saying,
“Thank you to the Land Trust Alliance for
this incredible recognition and for your tireless leadership during this difficult time, but
all along, we count on you. To all my friends
and colleagues, I wish we were together for
Rally this year, but I hope you’re enjoying
it from home wherever you are. Keep up
the great work. I believe this work is more
relevant now than ever.”

Thanks to Liz McLaurin and the
Land Trust for Tennessee, the
Alliance was able to share a
special performance by Alison
Brown as recorded at Green’s
Grocery in Nashville, an iconic
music venue that happens to
be owned by a conservation
easement donor. Brown, a
Grammy-winning banjo player,
introduced her band as Jordan
Perlson on the drums, Chris
Walters on the piano, Gary West
on the bass, and special guest
Stuart Duncan on the fiddle. Saying
that “here in Tennessee, the banjo
is often known as the five wire,”
Brown and her band got toes
tapping with a tune called “Under
the Five Wire.” •

Thanks to Our
Corporate Circle
Thank you to our Corporate Circle
for supporting the Land Trust
Alliance and land conservation.
Visit www.landtrustalliance.org/
giving/corporate-circle.

DJ GLISSON, II/ FIREFLY IMAGEWORKS

Getting up close to the farm
animals is one of the charms
of Glen Leven Farm.
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inspired

One of Paul Catanzaro's
students, David Geddes Jr.

BY

Paul Catanzaro

Renewing Hope
I’m an associate professor and state extension forester at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst’s Department of Environmental Conservation in the College of Natural Sciences
| School of Earth and Sustainability. I sent this note to Patty Tipson, the Land Trust Alliance’s
associate director of training and the person who, with the training team, runs Rally: The
National Land Conservation Conference.
I can’t thank you and the Land Trust Alliance enough for
providing the students in my Land Protection Tools and
Techniques class the opportunity to attend Rally. The
students were required to attend Rally and then write a
reflection on four of the sessions they attended. Below is
a paragraph from one of the students, David Geddes Jr.:
In all honesty, this has been the only course I’ve had
that I feel has actually benefitted from the online
format. I’ve gotten to hear amazing speakers from
all over our region and now from across the country.
I wish I had fewer conflicting classes and more time
during the week of Rally to attend some poster or
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discussion sessions in person and get to know others.
Maybe someday I will get to attend in person. Rally
has renewed my sense of hope about the future of
conservation, and I hope that they will continue to
post recordings of the sessions online in the future. It
seems like a great way to reach a much larger audience.
This student is pursuing a journalism certificate. I
do believe he’ll make a profession of land conservation
and attend a Rally in person.
Again, thanks for exposing my students to the
fantastic organization and community that is the
Land Trust Alliance.

Land Trust Accreditation
CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL
ACCREDITED LAND TRUSTS IN 2020
n August, the Commission announced the largest renewal class to date. In
November, 17 more land trusts (bolded below) were added to the renewal
list. There are currently 442 accredited land trusts. Organizations who continue
to pursue conservation excellence through the accreditation program are an
inspiration to the entire land trust community.

NEWLY ACCREDITED IN 2020

•

New Mexico Land Conservancy (NM)

•

Northern California Regional Land Trust (CA) ♦

•

Northern Virginia Conservation Trust (VA) ♦

•

Northwest Arkansas Land Trust (AR)

•

Oceanside Conservation Trust of Casco
Bay (ME)

•

Open Space Institute and its affiliate,
Open Space Institute Land Trust (NY) ♦

•

Orange County Land Trust (NY)

•

Peninsula Open Space Trust (CA) ♦

•

Freshwater Land Trust (AL) ♦

•

Pines and Prairies Land Trust (TX)

7 Lakes Alliance (ME)

•

Georges River Land Trust (ME)

•

Rensselaer Land Trust (NY) ♦

Alabama Forest Resources Center (AL)

•

Grand Traverse Regional Land Conservancy (MI) ♦

•

Sacramento Valley Conservancy (CA) ♦

•

Golden State Land Conservancy (CA)

•

Great Peninsula Conservancy (WA)

•

Salem Land Trust (CT) ♦

•

Great Rivers Land Trust (IL)

•

Greenbelt Land Trust (OR) ♦

•

Santa Fe Conservation Trust (NM)

•

Middlebury Land Trust (CT)

•

Greensboro Land Trust (VT) ♦

•

Saratoga P.L.A.N. (NY)

•

Mountains Restoration Trust (CA)

•

Groton Conservation Trust (MA)

•

Sharon Land Trust (CT)

•

Hawaiian Islands Land Trust (HI) ♦

•

Sheriff’s Meadow Foundation (MA)

•

Hill Country Conservancy (TX)

•

Sierra Foothill Conservancy (CA)
Six Rivers Land Conservancy (MI)

•
•

ALL RENEWALS IN 2020
•

Androscoggin Land Trust (ME)

•

Historic Virginia Land Conservancy (VA)

•

•

Aquidneck Land Trust (RI) ♦

•

Hunterdon Land Trust (NJ)

•

Skagit Land Trust (WA) ♦

•

Ashby Land Trust (MA)

•

Jefferson Land Trust (WA) ♦

•

South Alabama Land Trust (AL) ♦

•

Athens Land Trust (GA) ♦

•

Kinnickinnic River Land Trust (WI) ♦

•

Southeast Alaska Land Trust (AK)

•

Bangor Land Trust (ME)

•

Lake Champlain Land Trust (VT) ♦

•

St. Simons Land Trust (GA)

•

Bear Yuba Land Trust (CA) ♦

•

Lake Forest Open Lands Association and

•

Tall Pines Conservancy (WI)

its affiliate, Lake Forest Land Foundation (IL) ♦

•

Tall Timbers Research Station & Land
Tecumseh Land Trust (OH) ♦
Tejon Ranch Conservancy (CA)

•

Blue Mountain Land Trust (WA)

•
•

Conservancy (FL) ♦

Boothbay Region Land Trust (ME)

•

Lake George Land Conservancy (NY)

Buzzards Bay Coalition and its affiliate,

•

Lancaster Farmland Trust (PA) ♦

•

Acushnet River Reserve (MA)

•

Land Trust for the Mississippi Coastal

•

Plain (MS) ♦

•

Teton Regional Land Trust (ID) ♦

Land Trust for Santa Barbara County (CA) ♦

•

The Conservation Fund and its affiliate,

•

Cape Elizabeth Land Trust (ME)

•

Catawba Lands Conservancy (NC) ♦

•

•

Central Savannah River Land Trust (GA) ♦

•

Land Trust for Tennessee (TN) ♦

•

Coastal Mountains Land Trust (ME) ♦

•

Land Trust of Bucks County (PA) ♦

•

•

Coastal Rivers Conservation Trust (ME)

•

Land Trust of Virginia (VA) ♦

•

Three Rivers Land Trust (NC)

•

Colchester Land Trust (CT)

•

Legacy Land Conservancy (MI) ♦

•

Tinicum Conservancy (PA) ♦

•

Colorado Cattlemen’s Agricultural Land Trust (CO) ♦

•

Leelanau Conservancy (MI) ♦

•

Tri-Valley Conservancy (CA) ♦

•

Colorado West Land Trust (CO) ♦

•

Lemhi Regional Land Trust (ID)

•

Upstate Forever (SC) ♦

•

Dartmouth Natural Resources Trust (MA)

•

Lyme Land Conservation Trust (CT)

•

Utah Open Lands (UT)

•

Deschutes Land Trust (OR) ♦

•

Minnesota Land Trust (MN) ♦

•

Warren Land Trust (CT)

•

Dutchess Land Conservancy (NY) ♦

•

Monadnock Conservancy (NH) ♦

•

Westchester Land Trust (NY) ♦

•

Eagle Valley Land Trust (CO) ♦

•

Mountain Conservation Trust of Georgia (GA) ♦

•

Wilderness Land Trust (WA) ♦

•

Edisto Island Open Land Trust (SC) ♦

•

Natural Lands and its affiliate,

•

Wildlife Heritage Foundation (CA) ♦

Montgomery County Lands Trust (PA) ♦

•

Willistown Conservation Trust (PA) ♦

Nevada Land Trust (NV)

♦ Second Renewals

•

Feather River Land Trust (CA)

•

Forest Society of Maine (ME) ♦

•

For the complete list of accredited land trusts, visit
www.landtrustaccreditation.org/about/accredited-land-trusts

Sustainable Conservation (VA)
Thousand Islands Land Trust (NY) ♦

landtrustaccreditation.org

1250 H St. NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005

www.landtrustalliance.org

TOGETHER WE

THRIVE

WE ARE SO VERY THANKFUL for our individual supporters. By donating to the
only organization dedicated to ensuring the success and sustainability of our nation’s
land trusts you play an important role in advancing land conservation in America.
Your continued support helps us shape the future of land conservation.

Join as an individual supporter today at donate.lta.org or
email donate@lta.org.

